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Abstract--This paper proves the convergence of some generalized Schwarz algorithms for solving 
the obstacle problems with a T-monotone operator. Numerical results show that the generalized 
Sehwarz algorithms converge faster than the classical Schwarz algorithms. © 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Schwarz algorithms are well-known iterative methods for solving partial differential equations, 
see, e.g., [1,2] and the references therein. Since the calculation processes of Schwarz algorithms 
can be easily implemented in parallel, the algorithms have been widely applied to solve problems 
including obstacle problems in the last two decades. We refer to [3-7] for earlier work and to [8-13] 
fbr some new progress. 
In this paper, we consider some generalized Schwarz algorithms for solving obstacle problems 
with a T-monotone operator. This kind of obstacle problems have many applications (see [14- 
17] and the references therein for details). In [18-20], some classical Schwarz algorithms were 
presented for solving obstacle problems with a T-monotone operator. Monotone convergence 
and global convergence of the algorithms were obtained. In [21], a so-called generalized Schwarz 
algorithm (GSA) was presented to solve elliptic boundary value problems. Compared with the 
classical Schwarz algorithms, in which the subproblems are coupled by the Dirichlet boundary 
condition, the generalized Schwarz algorithm replaces the inner boundary condition by a Robin 
condition with a parameter. Numerical experiments show that the performance of GSA with 
appropriate parameters is much better than the performance of the classical Schwarz algorithm. 
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In [22], this technique was extended to solve the discrete obstacle problems with a linear self- 
adjoint elliptic operator. Numerical results presented there shown that a faster convergence rate 
can also be obtained if the parameters were selected appropriately. The aim of this paper is to 
study the convergence property of generalized additive and multiplicative Schwarz algorithms for 
solving the obstacle problems with a T-monotone operator. We will also give some numerical 
results. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we introduce the generalized Schwarz 
algorithms with two subdomains, and establish the convergence theorems. In Section 4, we discuss 
the generalized Schwarz algorithms with more than two subdomains. Finally, in Section 5, we 
give some preliminary numerical results to verify the efficiency of the algorithms. 
2. OBSTACLE PROBLEMS WITH T -MONOTONE OPERATOR 
DEFINITION 2.1. (See [13,17].) Let V be a reflexive Banach space of real functional defined on a 
domain f~ C R d (d = 1 or 2), V* its dual space, K a subset of V, and A an operator from K to V*. 
Let every element v of K be expressed by v = v + + v -  with v + = max{v, 0} and v -  = min{v, 0}. 
Operator A is called T-monotone over K if 
<Av-Aw, (v -w)+>>_O,  Vv, wEK,  (1) 
where (., .) denotes a duaI product. Moreover, ff for aii v and w e K,  (Av - AT,  (v - w) +) = 0 
is equivalent to (v - w) + = O, then A is called strictly T-monotone over K. 
DEFINITION 2.2. (See [23].) Let K and V be defined as in Definition 2.1. Operator A is called 
monotone over K ff 
(Av -Aw,  v -w)>_O,  Vv, weg.  (2) 
A is called strictly monotone over K if strict inequality holds in (2) whenever v ¢ w, and A is 
called strongly monotone over K if there is a constant a > 0 such that 
(Av - Aw, v - w) ~ o~llv- wil~, V v, ~ e K, (3) 
where I[" lly is ~ norm defined on V. 
REMARK 2.1. Let 
IC = {v C H~(~2) l v >_ T a.e. in ~2}, 
(Aw, v>= faWVvdx +~ S(x,~)vdx, 
(4) 
(5) 
where, ~2 is a polygonal domain in R 2, qo belongs to W 2's for some s > 2 satisfying ~loa _< 0, 
oy and f (x ,  v) is twice continuously differentiable that satisfies ~ [~x(.>~} > 0. Since for any v and 
w E/C, we have 
(¢tv- A~, (v - w) + > 
= f~ V(v -w)V(v -w)  +dxq- fn ( f (x ,v ) - f (x ,w) ) (v -w)+ dx 
- ~ V(v-w)+V(v-w)+ dx + ~ fo 1Of - -  ~v  (X, v + t (w - v)  ) (v  - w) (v  - w)  + dt dx 
- f dx+ fo I °s -- -~v (X, v + t(w - v))(v - w)+(v - w) + dtdx 
> [ - 
J~2 
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it follows from Definition 2.1 that ,4 is strictly T-monotone over K:. It is also easy to see that .4 
is strongly monotone over M. 
REMARK 2.2. Let ]C and .4 be defined as in Remark 2.1, and V be the conforming linear element 
space in H01(~). If A is the corresponding discrete operator of .4, where the lump region is 
introduced to deal with the nonlinear term f (x ,  v) (see, e.g., in [IS,20]), and K -- {v E V i v > ¢}, 
where ¢ = ~I is the interpolating of ~, then it is easy to prove that A is strictly T-monotone and 
strongly monotone over K. 
The obstacle problem with the operator A specified in Remark 2.1 arises from a mathematical 
model of the diffusion problem involving Michaelis-Menten or second-order irreversible reactions 
(see, e.g., in [15,161). 
LEMMA 2.1. I f  A is (strictly) T-monotone over K ,  then A is (strictly) monotone over K.  
PROOF. If A is T-monotone over K, then we have 
(Av -Aw, (v -w)+)  >_O, Vv, wEK.  
Therefore, 
(Av - Aw,  v - w) = (Av - Aw, (v - w) + } + (Av - Aw,  (v - w) - )  
>_ (Av  - Aw, (v - w) - )  (6) 
= - Av ,  - 
>_0. 
This means that A is monotone over K. If A is strictly T-monotone over K, then for any 
v ~ w E K, we have either (v - w) + > 0 or (v - w) + > 0, which together with (6) implies that 
(Av - Aw,  v - w) > 0. That is, A is strictly monotone over K. I 
Let ~ be polygonal domain in R d (d -- 1 or 2), and V C H0 ~ (~) the conforming linear finite- 
element space. We consider the following finite-dimensional obstacle problem of finding a u E K, 
such that 
(Au, v - u) >_ O, V, v E K,  (7) 
where K -- {v C V I v _> ¢}, and the operator A, satisfying Av = D J (v )  for some functional J(v), 
is coercive, continuous, and strictly T-monotone over K. 
It is well known that problem (7) has a unique solution (see, e.g., in [24]). As was pointed 
out in Remarks 2.1 and 2.2, problem (7) can be considered as the discretization of the obstacle 
problem with some V-elliptic differential operator. 
Let domain ~ be decomposed into two overlapped subdomains ~'~1 and ~2 such that fl = fllU~2 
and fix M~t2 ~ 0. We assume that any finite element does not across the boundaries of ~'~1 and ~2. 
Denote by ~h = {x l ,x2 , . . .  ,XN} the inner node-set of the triangulation. For i = 1,2, we use 
I i ---- {X E ~'~h I X C ~'~i} to stand for the inner node-set over ~i, Fi --- {x E ~h I x E 0f l i \0~} to 
:stand for the node-set over the inner boundary of ~ .  Let I~ -- f lh\(/ i  U F~). 
In order to pose the Robin condition on Fi, we define 
gi.o(v(x)) = (?iv(x) 4- (1 - Oi) 0v(x )  x E Fi, (8) 
oni 
'where n~ is the outer normal direction of 0~i at x, 0 = (0~, 02) E (0, 1] 2. When d = 1 and x E Fi, 
or(x) the directional derivative W is indeed a difference quotient. When d = 2 and x E I~i, there are 
two edges containing vertex x and locating on ~ Denote the two edges by Sl and s2. Let nij 0~"  
be the outer normal direction of sj on 0~i. Then, we can define for v E V and x E Fi that 
or (x )  = ! o r (x )  
Oni 2 Onij j= l  
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As a result, gi,o(v) given in (8) is well defined for the case of d = 2. (Note that since v e V is 
piece-wisely linear, the outer normal direction at x ~ Fi does not exist in ordinary sense.) 
In [22], we presented generalized additive and multiplicative Schwarz algorithms for linear 
complementarity problems. Numerical results show that the algorithms are competitive to the 
classical Schwarz algorithms. In this paper, we try to extend the algorithms to solve the obsta- 
cle problems with T-monotone operator. First, we give generalized additive and multiplicative 
Schwarz algorithms with two subdomains as follows. 
GENERALIZED ADDITIVE SCHWARZ ALGORITHM (GASA1) .  
STEP 1. Given e > 0, vector 8 = (81,82) with 81 and ~2 in (0,1], and positive weights wl,w2 
with wl + w2 = 1. Choose initial point u ° 6 K. Set n := 0. 
STEP 2. For i = 1,2, solve the subproblems of finding a u ",i 6 K~, e such that 
<Au'~#,v - u'~'i> > O, Vv e K '~ - -  i ,8 ,  (9) 
where 
g~, o = {v e K I v = u ~ in/~, gi,e(v) = g~,o(u n) on Fi}. (10) 
STEP 3. Let u '~+1 = Y~.2=lwiu'~,i. If I[u n+l - u'~l[ < e stop. Otherwise, set n := n + 1 and go to 
Step 2. 
REMARK 2.3. Usually, we choose the weights wl,w2 by letting Wl = w2 = w = 1/2. 
GENERALIZED MULTIPLICATIVE SCHWARZ ALGORITHM (GMSA1) .  
STEP 1. Given e > 0 and vector 8 = (~1, 82) with 81 and 82 in (0,1]. Choose initial point u ° e K. 
Set n := 0. 
STEP 2. Solve the subproblem over ~1 of finding a u '~+1/2 6 K '~ such that 1,0 
<Au'~+l/e,v -u  "~+1/2) >_ O, Vv 
\ 
Kilo. 
K n+l/2 such that STEP 3. Solve the subproblem over fl2 of finding a u ~+1 6 2,0 
(11) 
_ ~n- l -1 /2  <Au '~+l,v - u~+l> > 0, Vv ~ "'2,e , (12) 
where 
,e = v c K ] v = u n+U2 in I~, g2,o(v) = g2,e un+l/2 on P2 • 
STEP 4. If [lu n+l -- unH < e stop. Otherwise, set n := n + 1 and go to Step 2. 
REMARK 2.4. If we choose ~1 = ~2 = 1, then the above algorithms correspond to classical 
additive and multiplicative Schwarz algorithms, respectively. See, e.g., [18-20] for details. 
3 .  CONVERGENCE OF  THE ALGORITHMS 
To prove the convergence of the algorithms we proposed, we first show that the algorithms are 
well defined. 
LEMMA 3.1. For given u "~ 6 V, K~, 8 is a nonempty~ closed, and convex subset of V. Therefore, 
i rA  is coercive, continuous, and strictly T-monotone, problem (9) has a unique solution. 
PROOF. Since u n 6 K~,0, K~, 0 is nonempty. For any vl,v2 6 K~, e and 0 < A < 1, it is easy to see 
that gi,e(Avz + (1 - A)v2) = Ag~,e (vl) + (1 - A)gi,e(v2) = gi,e(un), and then, Avz + (1 - A)v2 E K~, e. 
So K~, 0 is convex. Obviously, K~, 0 is a closed subset of V. Then, we complete the proof. | 
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LEMMA 3.2. Assume for some functional J (v),  Av = DJ(v) .  Then, problems (7) and (9) are 
equivalent o the following two functional minimization probIems, respectively: 
u e K, J(u) = in f  J (v),  (14) 
u ~'~ 6 g ~ J (u n'i) = inf J (v).  (15) 
i,O, v6K~,, °
l:'l~OOF. Let u be the solution of (7). For any v 6 K,  denote I (s) = J (u  + s(v - u)), we have 
I ' (0)  = <Au,  - > 0. 
Therefore, by the use of Lemma 2.1, we have 
J (v) - J (u) = J(v) - J (u) - (Au, v - u) + <Au, v - u> 
> (Art - Au, v - u> 
(Art - Au, vt - u) 
t 
_> 0, 
where vt = u + t(v - u) for some scale t 6 (0,1). Then, u is the solution of (14). On the other 
hand, let u be the solution of (14). Since for any v 6 K ,  u + s(v - u) E K for s E [0, 1], we have 
that J (u+s(v -u ) )  >_ J(u), which implies that I (s) >_ I(O). Consequently, I(0) is a minimization 
of functional I (s) on [0,1]. Thereby I ' (0) = (Au, v - u) > O. That  is, u is the solution of (7). 
The equivalence between problems (9) and (15) can be proved in a similar way. | 
In order to prove the convergence of the proposed algorithms, we need the so-called Condi- 
tion A, which was introduced in [22]. We say that nodes Xk and xz E ~'~h are  adjacent if they 
belong to the same element. Let 
F~ = {x E I~ [ x is adjacent o a node on F,}.  
CONDITION A. (r~ ur l )  f~ (r~ uF2) = 0. 
REMARK 3.1. Let 6 = dist(0fl l  N fl ,0fl2 M fl). This means that  5 is the overlapping size. 
6 > 0 means that the decomposition fl = fl l  U f12 is a uniform overlapping decomposition (see, 
e.g., [4]). Let h be the finite-element mesh-size. It  is obvious that  Condition A holds if h < 6/3. 
So Condition A is natural in the case of uniform overlapping decomposition. 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume Condition A holds. Then, (7) is equivalent o the following problem of 
finding a u* 6 K such that 
(Au* ,v -  2u*) >0,  Vv E K~,o + K~,o, (16) 
where 
K~o = {v e K Iv = u* in I~, g,,o(v) = g,,o(u*) on F,}.  (17) 
PRoof .  Assume u is the solution of (7). Let u* = u. Since K* C K,  we get from (7) that for 
i = 1,2, 
(Au *, v~ - u *) > O, V v~ e K~,o. (18) 
Summing (18) for i = 1, 2, we obtain 
<Au*,vl +v2 - 2u*) _> 0, 'qVl + v2 6 K* * 1,e + K2,o, (19) 
which means that u is the solution of (16). 
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Conversely, suppose that u* is the solution of (16). We are going to prove that u* is the solution 
of (7). For any v E K, take vl E V such that 
u*, in (~u\I1) U F~, 
vl -- v, in (~h\I2) U I~, 
v, elsewhere (maybe mpty). 
(20) 
From Condition A, we know that vx is well defined by (20). Obviously, vl E K, since v, u* E K. 
From (20), we have 
91,o(vl) = gl,o(u*), on F1, (21) 
92,o(vl) =- 92,o(v), on F2. (22) 
It then follows from (20) and (21) that vl E K* 1,0" 
Let v2 = v + u* - vl. Then, it is easy to see that v2 E K and v2 = u* in I~. By (22), we have 
for x E F2, 
Hence, v2 E K~, o. So, for any v E K, it follows from (16) that 
(Au*, v - u*) = (Au*, vl + v2 - 2u*) > 0, 
which means that u* is the solution of (7). The proof is then completed. | 
Now we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that A, satis[ying Av = DJ(v)  for some functional J(v), is coercive, 
continuous, and strictly T-monotone over K.  Assume further that Condition A holds. Then, any 
sequence {u n} generated by Algorithm CASA1 converges to the solution u of problem (7). 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.1, for any v ¢ w E K, we have 
(DJ(v),  v - w) - (D J (w) ,v  - w) = (Av - Aw, v - w) > O. 
Then, J is a strictly convex functional over K. Therefore, by Lemma 3.2 and the third step of 
GASA1, we get 
J(u) < Y (u n+1) <_ wlY (u '~'1) +m2J (u ~'2) _< wlY(u  •) +w2J (u  n) : J(u'~). (23) 
Hence, 
lim J (u  n )= lim J (u  n'l) = lim J (u  n'2) = l .  (24) 
Since A is coercive, we have 
lira J(v) = +c~. (25) 
veK,Ilvll-~+~ 
Therefore, by (24), sequences {un}, {un,X}, and {u n,2} are bounded. So they have convergent 
subsequenees, denoted still by {u'~}, {u'~,l}, and {u ~,2} converging to u*, u1', and u~, respectively. 
It is obvious that 
2 
J (u*) = J (u~) = J (u~) and u* = ~ w~u*. (26) 
i=1 
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This together with the strict convexity of J(v) implies u* = u~ = u~. Therefore, by the second 
step of GASA1, we obtain 
(Au*,v-u*)>_O, VveK~,o, i=1,2,  (27) 
where K~, 0 (i = 1, 2) are defined by (17). Summing (27) for i = 1, 2, we have 
(Au*,v-2u*>>_O, VvEK;,o÷K~,e, (28) 
which is (16). By Lemma 3.3, we get u* = u. The proof is completed. | 
For Algorithm GMSA1, if (3) holds, we have that 
J (u'~) - J (u'~+V 2) 
~o~l t  ~n--?An"kl/2 2V d~5-~<At~n"bl/2,~n-?An'bl/2 > 
Ol U n V - > 2 - u'~+l/2 
where u~ = u ~+1/2 +t(u ~ -u~+1/2), the first inequality follows from (3) and the second inequality 
follows from (11). 
Similar to (23) and (24), we have that 
<_ J < J _< J (30) J(u) 
~nd hence, 
lim J(u~)= lira J(u '~+1/2) =l. 
n --+ oo  n - -+ oo  
Ely (29) and (31), we have 
O ~ J (u ~) - J u ~+1/2 > -~ 
C, onsequently, 
(31) 
u ~ -u  ~+1/2 ~ O. (32) 
Similarly, we have that 
( ) O~ un+l/2 un+l 2 
o ~ y ~n+1/2 _ j (u,~+l) >_ -5 - v '  
and then, 
U n+1/2 -- U n+l 4"40. (33) 
By (25) and (31), sequences {u n} and {u n+l/2} axe bounded. Let u* be a limit of a subsequence 
{'u =' } of {u=}. By (32) and (33), we get 
lim U nk+l/2 = lim U n~+l = lim u nk = u*. 
k---*¢~ k---~oo k--*oo 
This together with (11) and (12) implies 
u*6K~,e and (Au*,v-u*)>O, YvcK*  -- 1,8 
and 
u*CK~, e and (Au*,v-u*}>_O, YveK~,e,  
where K*l,0 and K~, e are defined by (17). Therefore, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume that A, satisfying Av = DJ(v) for some functional J(v), is coercive, con- 
tinuous, strictly T-monotone, and strongly monotone over K. Assume further that Condition A 
holds. Then, any sequence {u n } generated by Algorithm GMSA1 converges to the solution u of 
problem (7). 
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4. GENERAL IZED SCHWARZ ALGORITHMS 
WITH MORE THAN TWO SUBDOMAINS 
In this section, we consider generalized Schwarz algorithms with more than two subdomains. 
m ~2 For simplicity, we assume that the subdomains ill, f~2,..., ~,~ satisfy ~ = Ui=l i and that for 
any i E {1,2, . . . ,m}, there exists j e {1,2,.. .  ,m}, j ¢ i, such that ~ N~j  ¢ O. We further 
assume that any finite element does not across the boundaries of g~i (i E {1, 2 , . . . ,  m}). Define 
o~ * K n and ~n+i/rn f~h, F~, F~, Ii, gi,e, b-~7, K~,e, i,e, "'i,e in a similar way. The corresponding algorithms 
are stated as follows. 
ALGORITHM GASA2. 
STEP 1. Given e > 0, 0 = (81, 02,... ,  0m) with 8~(i = 1, 2, . . . ,  m) in (0,1], and positive weights 
m wl,w2,... ,win with ~-~=1 wi = 1. Choose initial point u ° 6 K. Set n := 0. 
STEP 2. For i = 1, 2,. . .  ,m, solve the subproblems of finding a u n'i E K~, e such that 
> 0, WOK&.  
Let u ~+1 = ~-]~i~=1 wiu n#. If Ilu ~+1 -u~ll  < e stop. Otherwise, set n :-- n + 1 and go to STEP 3. 
Step 2. 
REMARK 4.1. Similarly, we may choose average weights wl = w2 . . . . .  wm= w = 1/m. 
ALGORITHM GMSA2. 
STEP 1. Given e > 0 and ~ = (81,82,...,8,~) with 8i(i -- 1 ,2 , . . . ,m)  in (0,1]. Choose initial 
point u ° 6 K. Set n := 0. 
• ~C n+(i-1)/rn STEP 2. For i = 1, 2 , . . ,  m, solve the following subproblems of finding a u ~+~/'~ 6 ~'i,e 
such that 
< >-- Tcn+(i-1)/m Aun+i/m,v-  u n+i/m > O, Vv E "~i,8 " 
STEP 3. If Ilu ~+1 -- unH < ~ stop. Otherwise, set n := n + 1 and go to Step 2. 
To establish the convergence of the above two algorithms, instead of Condition A, we introduce 
the following condition. 
CONDITION B. If f~i N ~2j # @ and i ~ j,  then (F~ U Fi) A (F~ U Fj) = @. 
Similarly to Lemma 3.3, we can prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume Condition B holds. Then, problem (7) is equivalent to the following problem 
of finding a u* E K such that 
(Au* ,v -mu*)>O,  VvEK~+K~+. . .K* .  (34) 
Using the above lemma, it is not difficult to derive the following conclusions. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that A, satisfying Av = DJ(v)  for some £unctional J(v), is coercive, 
continuous, and strictly T-monotone over K. Assume further that Condition B holds. Then, any 
sequence {u" } generated by Algorithm GASA2 converges to the solution u of problem (7)• 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that A, satisfying Av = DJ(v)  for some functional J(v), is coercive, con- 
tinuous, strictly T-monotone, and strongly monotone over K.  Assume further that Condition B 
holds. Then, any sequence {u n} generated by Algorithm GMSA2 converges to the solution u of 
problem (7). 
5. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
In this section, we give some numerical experiments toinvestigate he behavior of the algorithms 
presented in this paper. In the tests, we let f~ -- (0,1), .4l) = - l ) "  + f (x ,  ])), where f (x ,  V) = 
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Table 1. Results of linearized PSOR 
w Rer. cpu 
1.00 391699 338 
1.05 363518 328 
1.15 312029 278 
1.25 265904 212 
1.35 224059 201 
1.45 185634 158 
1.55 149911 139 
1.65 116248 109 
1.75 83990 79 
1.85 52310 47 
1.90 19510 20 
1.99 4339 4 
Tab~ 2. Resu~s oftwo 
algorithm. 
subdomains. 
Case Case I Case II 
Algorithm GASA1 
iter. cpu 
0.15 93 102 
0.25 56 52 
0.35 40 32 
0.45 30 25 
0.55 23 19 
0.65 21 15 
0.75 24 16 
0.85 35 27 
, i  . . . .  
0.95 83 50 
1.00 2272 864 
GMSA1 
iter. cpu 
29 27 
19 20 
14 13 
9 9 
6 6 
5 5 
5 4 
9 6 
25 14 
1308 484 
GASA1 
iter. cpu 
94 104 
57 67 
41 44 
30 30 
23 24 
20 21 
23 20 
34 29 
83 63 
1310 443 
GMSA1 
iter. cpu 
29 28 
19 22 
14 13 
9 8 
6 6 
5 4 
5 4 
9 6 
24 11 
528 161 
381 
2 N A2v = (h f(x~,v~))~= 1 . 
Obviously, Av = DY(v),  where 
J (v)  = A lv+ h 2 + g(x lv  
i=l 
We choose the init ial  point  u ° = 0. The stopping cr i ter ion is that  the max imum norm of the 
difference between the successive i terat ive solutions is less than  e -- 10 -6.  The  subproblems are 
solved by l inearized PSOR a lgor i thm (cf. [14]), where the  stopping cr i ter ion is that  the max imal  
norm of the difference between the successive i terat ive solutions is less than  10 - s .  
2 -1  / 
-1  2 -1  
A I= ".. ".. "-. and 
-1  2 1 
-1  2 NxN 
)2~ q- g(x) ---- )22 - [sin(x - 0.1) - x(sin(0.1) + sin(0.9)) -F sin(0.1)] 2 - s in(x - 0.1). We let the 
mesh-size be h = 1 / (N  + 1) = 1/1000 and use the Lagrange l inear f in i te-element space as V. 
Here, as ment ioned in Remark  2.2, the lump region is int roduced to deal  wi th  the nonl inear term 
f (x ,  )2). Hence, the operator  A in prob lem (7) can be wr i t ten as Av = A lv  Jr A2v, where 
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We decompose ~ into two subdomains, ~1 = (0, 0.5 + Pl) and f~2 = (0.5 - p2,1). Consider the 
following two cases. 
CASE I. Pl = P2 = h, where the intersects I12 def I1 n Is = {0.5} is a singleton and I~2 de=f 
(rl u r l)  n u = {0.5} # 0. 
CASE II. Pl = 2h, P2 = h, where I12 = (0.5, 0.55} and I~: = ~. 
To compare the proposed algorithms with the conventional linearized PSOR algorithm, we use 
linearized PSOR algorithm to solve (7) with the same meshsize. Numerical results axe listed in 
Table 1. From the table, we see that the optimal relaxation factor is about w = 1.99. Therefore, 
when we apply generalized Schwarz algorithms to solve the problem, the subproblems are solved 
by linearized PSOR algorithm, in which the relaxation factor is chosen as 1.99. Also, when we 
solve problem (7) by the generalized Schwarz algorithms (GASA1 and GMSA1) for the above 
two cases, we select wl = ~2 - w - 1/2 and ~1 = ~2 = ~. The numerical results are listed in 
Table 2. In the tables, we use "iter" to denote the iterative number, and "cpu" to denote the 
CPU time used. 
For three subdomains, we also solve the problem for two different cases. Case I: the intersects 
of the subdomains are singletons. Case II: the intersects of the subdomalns have two points. The 
numerical results are list in Table 3. 
Table 3. Results of three subdomains. 
Case Case I Case II 
Algorithm 
0 
0.25 
0.35 
0.45 
0.55 
0.65 
0.75 
0.85 
0.95 
1.00 
GASA2 GMSA2 
iter. cpu iter. cpu 
119 228 51 134 
86 119 27 49 
62 70 18 23 
47 45 12 11 
37 33 14 7 
36 28 6 4 
57 39 13 7 
149 82 31 14 
3663 2897 921 426 
GASA2 GMSA2 
iter. cpu ~er. cpu 
119 226 48 132 
82 132 27 53 
62 72 18 26 
47 47 12 13 
37 37 8 6 
35 30 6 4 
57 39 11 6 
146 78 31 14 
1454 421 518 225 
Figures 1 and 2 reveal the relationships among the iteration errors, denoted by "pre", CPU 
times and the parameter ~ for the generalized additive and multiplicative Schwarz algorithms, 
respectively. In the figures, GASAl l  stands for generalized additive Schwarz algorithm for Case I, 
while GASA12 stands for generalized additive Schwarz algorithm for Case II. Similarly, GMSAl l  
and GMSA12 stand for generalized multiplicative Schwarz algorithm for Cases I and II, respec- 
tively. Figures 3 and 4 show the variation of CPU time with different relaxation factors of 
generalized Schwarz algorithms with ~ = 0.65 and linearized PSOR. Figure 5 compares the per- 
formances among the generalized Schwarz algorithm with ~ = 0.65, classical Schwarz algorithm 
(that is the case of generalized Schwarz algorithm with ~ --- ~1 = ~2 = 1, where A-Schwarz and 
M-Schwarz stand for additive and multiplicative Schwarz algorithm, respectively) and linearized 
PSOR algorithm. 
From the tables and figures, we may see that 
(1) with an appropriate choice of ~, the performances of the generalized Schwarz algorithms 
are much faster than the performance of the classical Schwarz algorithms; 
(2) in Case I, Condition A does not hold. However, the generalized Schwarz algorithms till 
work well; 
(3) it takes much more CPU time for classical multiplicative and additive Schwarz algorithms 
than the conventional PSOR algorithm. Generalized Schwarz algorithms with an appro- 
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Figure 1. CPU times and iterative rrors of GASA1 with different weights 8. 
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Figure 2. CPU times and iterative rrors of GMSA1 with different weights 8, 
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Figure 3. CPU times of GSA for Case I with different relaxation factors w. 
CASE II,theta=0.65 
1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 
omega 
Figure 4. CPU times of GSA for Case II with different relaxation factors w. 
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Figure 5. CPU times of generalized and classical Schwarz algorithms with different 
relaxation factors w. 
priate choice of the parameter becomes competitive to PSOR algorithm. However, it 
seems that the linearized PSOR algorithm works better than additive algorithm. As a 
result, it is necessary to compute in parallel. 
We refer the reader to [22] for more numerical results. 
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